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Preamble
Towards the end of May (2020), Chris Perrin, an Autogenic Therapist and former Chair of the
British Autogenic Society, sent me an article entitled: “Plan A – Thrive and Survive COVID-19” by David
Hanscom et al. This sets out ten steps for reducing our risk of having a severe attack of the virus.
Many of the ten steps are embraced by the Autogenic approach, and can be seen in terms of
increasing our resilience.
What follows is a briefish summary of the insightful article of Hanscom [Hanscom 2020] from
an Autogenic Perspective. While Hanscom’s article is of direct relevance to the Covid-19 pandemic,
we can see also his approach in terms of personal development and growth. We can therefore see
his ten steps and the Autogenic approach as complementing each other, both having the potential to
lead to transformation and Well-Being.

Notice to Readers
Every effort has been made to ensure the information given in this article is accurate and up to date.
However, the author will not be liable for any loss or damage of any nature occasioned to, or suffered
by, any person acting or refraining from acting as a result of reliance on the material contained here.
Please consult your own medical advisor relating to any relevant matters of concern.
Ian Ross
July 2020
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Please note that these follow the relevant section in the text; this means, for example, that
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Part I
General Introduction

1. The nature of the inflammatory response to the virus
One of the main dangers of catching the virus is not so much the actual virulence of the virus,
but rather our body’s response to it. Cytokines are small proteins that are important in cell signalling,
and can be said to serve as messengers. In relation to Covid-19, there are two types of cytokine we
need to know about.
i.
Pro-inflammatory (Pro-I) that ward off infections and defend us against
threat, and
ii.
Anti-inflammatory (Anti-I) that “keep us safe” and facilitate regeneration and
thriving.
As implied, one causes an inflammatory response in the body, the other reduces / blocks an
inflammatory response, as detailed below. We need both for health and healthy outcomes [Hanscom
2020 p 5].
Type of
Cytokine

Designation

Proinflammatory

Pro-I
These normally
“protect us by
warding off
acute perils”

Comment
In Covid-19, in some people, these may:
➢ be excessively activated,
➢ spiral out of control and
➢ cause massive inflammation in the lungs – and
other organs such as the heart.
❖ In the lungs, this excessive Pro-I response causes so
much inflammation that the blood cannot get the
oxygen we need from the air we breathe in.

Antiinflammatory

Anti-I

These help to keep us safe “by allowing us to regenerate”
and thrive.
Figure 1A
Pro-I and Anti-I Cytokines

As indicated in Figure 1A, some people respond to Covid-19 with an excessive response of
Pro-inflammatory cytokines, and this can kill them in the subsequent Cytokine Storm, shown
schematically in Figure 1B.
Such people tend to have a high baseline level of Pro-I cytokines, which are elevated by
environmental factors, including all forms of stress – such as financial worries, anxieties regarding our
own health, and the health of family and friends.
As we develop resilience to stressors, through mental training, diet, and lifestyle, we can
reduce our baseline Pro-I cytokines, making it less likely that, should we get Covid-19, our cytokine
response will get to the threshold level of the cytokine storm. In other words, through mental
training and lifestyle changes, we change our body’s response to the virus.
The lifestyle changes involved, as with Autogenic Training itself, are best seen it terms of a
life-long commitment to them – or at least some of them. Short term lifestyle changes are likely to
have only transient benefits.
Regular Autogenic Training puts us in a good position to take on board, and therefore benefit
from, at least some of the ways we can reduced this Pro-I baseline level; the raison d'être of this
article is to focus our attention on some of these approaches.
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Figure 1B
Normal and Abnormal Response to Covid 19 infection
Comments:
❖ The bottom blue line shows the normal Pro-I response to Covid-19; note the initial low base line
level.
❖ The actual Covid-19 viral load is shown in the next line up (purple dash & dot).
❖ Some people have a high base-line level of Pro-1 (the top dashed red line), and it is this group that
is most at risk from these cytokines causing excessive inflammation in the lung and other organs –
leading to organ failure, as they….
❖ …. go beyond the threshold for activating the Cytokine Storm, shown schematically in yellow area
of the Figure.
➢ The ** indicates the stage by which allopathic interventions must have been
introduced to prevent the cytokine storm.

2. Approaches to dealing with the virus
There are two main ways of dealing with Covid-19.
i.

Arrest the production of Pro-I roughly at the stage of the two asterisks in
Figure 1B (**); i.e. conventional western allopathic-type interventions.
o World-wide research is at present actively engaged on this.

ii.

Lowering the baseline level of our Pro-I cytokines, so that if we do get the
virus it is much less likely that the levels will reach the Cytokine Storm
threshold (see Figure 2B).
o Life-style holistic type approaches are in this second category.
This includes meditative, Ayurvedic, and Autogenic traditions.

3. What is in our hands to change /
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3. What is in our hands to change
We cannot change the fact of this Covid-19 pandemic. Worry about what we cannot change is
not helpful. The Stoic philosopher Epictetus said:
“The chief task in life is simply this: to identify and separate matters so that I can say
clearly to myself which are externals not under my control, and which have to do with
the choices I actually control.
Epictetus, Discourses, 2.5.4–5
Sources include: https://dailystoic.com/control-and-choice
Also: Epictetus 2014 in translation by Robin Hard – p 78

Let us restate: we cannot change the fact of the Covid-19 pandemic; yet we do have within us
the power to alter the present state of our body – so that should we become infected with the virus
our resilience to it will be stronger – as a result of having changed our internal environment.
In the last decades of the 19th century, Pasteur was discovering more and more about microorganisms in what became knows as the Germ Theory. He said: “Disease is caused by microorganisms”. However, Claude Bernard felt there was more to it than this, as indicated in Figure 3
below.
The Germ Theory
o “Disease is caused by
microorganisms.”

Le milieu intérieur
o "Disease is more than
the presence of
microorganism. For
disease to grow, the
terrain of the body must
be ready.”

Louis Pasteur

Claude Bernard
On his death bed:

“Bernard avait raison. Le germe n’est rien, c’est le
terrain qui est tout.”
o Bernard was right. The germ is nothing, the soil
is everything.
Louis Pasteur
1822 – 1895

Source: Sadigh 2020; with thanks
Figure 3
Differing 19th Century Perspectives on Disease
As Autogenic students we have many existing skills that are already working in this direction –
i.e. on improving the “soil” within our bodies – that is, our internal environment. However, there may
be other areas with which we may not be so familiar that are covered by Hanscom. All of these can
improve our “milieu intérieur”. This paper is by its nature relatively brief, and readers are encouraged
to explore the wisdom within Hanscom et al 2020. What follows has a specific Autogenic Orientation.
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Part II
Some suggestions for increasing the resilience of our milieu intérieur

4. Increasing resilience with specific reference to lowering our baseline
Pro-Inflammatory Cytokines
4.0 Preamble
The original article emphasises the dangers of any kinds of threat, which activate our flight /
fight system (SNS /adrenaline / cortisol modalities) and our Pro-I cytokines, thus elevating the latter’s
baseline level.
Discovering and acknowledgement of all our threats – whether real or imagined,
anticipated or repressed – is the first step towards addressing them. The second is
choosing an adaptive rather than a maladaptive escape to safety, whether the threat be
physical or spiritual1. We are better at physical escapes to safety than we are at spiritual
ones (Fredheim et al 2008). If you don’t feel safe and peaceful, you are carrying elevated
levels of cytokines. If you encounter the additional threat of COVID-19 infection, you will
have less chance of surviving, since you’ll already be closer to the critical threshold. There
are several distinct ways to reduce your inflammatory cytokines.
Hanscom et al 2020 p 7
Footnote not in original
Most forms of mental training, such as AT, specifically reduce the Stress Response and
activate the Relaxation Response and a feeling of safety [Benson 1975; Porges 2011; Barrowcliff
2019].
To state the obvious, Covid-19 is a real threat, and most of us will have experienced increased
anxiety for both ourselves and our families in recent months. Physical escape to a land without the
virus is hardly possible, and so we are left with our response to this massive stressor of our times. Yet
it is our emotional response to this threat, rather than the threat itself, that will determine our base
line levels of Pro-I cytokines.
Overwhelmingly, it is psychological, rather than physiological, stress which activates
the stress response chronically enough to have disease consequences.
Sapolsky 2007 – p 606

To recap, we cannot change the fact of this Covid-19 pandemic; we can, however, change our
response to it through mental training and life-style changes in ten specific areas highlighted in the
Hanscom article, as depicted in Figure 5.0.

1

It is important that we de-mythologise the term spiritual. I have found the following definition of spiritual very
helpful over the years on both a personal and professional level: “By spiritual we mean the needs and
expectations which all humans have to find meaning, purpose and value in life: even people who are not
religious have belief systems that give their lives meaning and purpose. Spiritual distress can hinder physical
healing, and its identification may improve healing outcomes. Thus we consider this a dimension relevant in
holistic health care.” Quoted from: The Department of General Practice (Edinburgh University); notes for 5th
Year Medical Students – 2002.
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Understanding and reducing
anxiety

Getting adequate sleep

Reducing toxic stimulation of
our nervous system
e.g. reducing the amount of news
we watch

Nutrition: eating foods that
reduce inflammation
Using expressive writing

Staying on top of any medical
problems
Practising forgiveness

Dealing with Family and
Relationship issues
Physical activity

PLAY
Figure 4.0
Ten key areas to focus on to reduce levels of Pro-I cytokines
Based on Hanscom 2020
We will now briefly look at each of these areas.
4.1 Reducing Anxiety
The Covid pandemic has understandably been associated with a lot of increased anxiety –
some the result of more or less non-stop news about it in the press and media. Anxiety can be seen
as part of the manifestation of the Stress Response – associated with the activation of FEAR circuits,
which in turn stimulate both the SNS / adrenaline pathways and the production of cortisol (from the
Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal-Cortex Cortisol Axis). These dynamics are depicted in Figure 4.1A.

Figure 4.1A
Stressors and the Activation of FEAR circuits
Legend:
SNS – Sympathetic Nervous System; CRF – Corticotrophin Releasing Factor; ACTH – Adreno Cortico-trophic
Hormone; Ad.Med – Adrenal Medulla; Ad.Cort – Adrenal Cortex; VV PSNS – Ventral Vagal (myelinated) ParaSympathetic Nervous System.
Primary Process Emotions notated in capitals (e.g. FEAR; CARE) after Panksepp 1998.
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Comments on Figure 4.1A
1) The left side of the diagram depicts the classic Stress Response, in terms of the Type I and Type II modalities
[Ross 2010].
2) Stressors can be external (e.g. long working hours) and internal (on-going distressing / negative ruminations
about the long hours) [Sapolsky 2007 – see section 4.0].
3) The right side of the diagram depicts the myelinated VV PSNS. The default position of humans in health and
wholesome societies is that of feeling Safe, underpinned by the Ventral Vagal (VV) Para-Sympathetic Nervous
System (PSNS) [Porges 2011].
4) The Relation Response (Benson 1975) is perhaps better described in terms of our Repair and Recuperation
Mode [Sadigh 2020].
5) Our mental state at any moment is determined by many factors, including our relationship at the time with
nature, with others, and the internal state of our body. If the body is tense, this is fed back to the brain by
Autonomic afferents and increases our feelings of distress and not being at ease [Craig 2015]. On the other
hand, if “all in the periphery is quiet” [Wallnöfer 2000], this will be fed back to the brain by the Autonomic
(PSNS) afferents, giving us a feeling of being calm and safe [Porges 2011; Craig 2015; Porges & Dana 2018].
Note that if we are getting feedback from the body that all is not quiet (right), this will tend to
exacerbate negative ruminations – in which case we can easily go into a downward spiral associated
with increased anxiety and negative thoughts.
On-going fears regarding the pandemic activate both the Type I and Type II Stress Response,
as described by Ross [Ross 2010 pp 43-96], and these have far reaching results, (including the
development of Allostatic load) – summarised in Figure 4.1B.
.

.

The Type l Stress Response
S.N.S  Adrenalin (catecholamine) response

Type ll Stress Response
Pituitary  ACTH  cortisol response

Anxiety / panic
palpitations
tremor
sweating
headache
flushing
chest pain
weight loss

Weight gain
insomnia
depression
infrequent periods
reduced libido
muscular weakness
back pain
reduced immune response - with
increased risk of infection.
Allostatic Load

Allostatic Load

Figure 4.1B
Some consequences of persistent Stressors
Imported and adapted from Ross 2010: p 52
Figure 2. 7: Some possible effects of prolonged Type l and Type ll Stress Response
Sources: Drury & Howlett 2002; Patel 1989 [Also see: McEwen & Lasley, 2003]

In the context of Covid-19, the inter-relatedness of insomnia, depression, and reduced
immune function is of particular significance (see Appendix II). Furthermore, the Type II Stress
Response is preferentially activated in times of uncertainty [Patel 1989], with the following firstperson feelings [Northoff and Heinzel 2006] depicted in Figure 4.1C.
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accompanying feelings
helplessness
uncertainty
anxiety
loss of control

uncertain situations

Figure 4.1C
Uncertain Situations and accompanying feelings
Imported from Ross 2010: p 51 Figure 2. 6: Feelings precipitated by uncertain situations.
Note: these will be associated with the Type ll Stress Response
(after Patel 1989 pp 11-12)

A sense and feeling of loss of control, especially associated with high demands, is itself
associated with increased cortisol levels and Cardiovascular disease [Henry 1987; Theorell 1987;
Karasek 1988; see Ross 2010 for a summary of these dynamics [Ross 2010 pp 86-89]. All of these
threaten the effectiveness of our immune system, as illustrated in Figure 4.1D.

Figure 4.1D
Loss of a sense of control and high demand undermines our health
Comments on Figure 4.1D
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

Legend

• CVD: Cardiovascular Disease
The diagram shows two axes:
•
The Catecholamines
➢ High Demand to Low Demand
(hormones) adrenaline and
➢ Low Control to High Control
noradrenaline from thewe
In situations of low control, or when we feel
Stress Response / Adrenal
we have little control, Cortisol levels rise.
Medulla
This depresses our immune system.
The combination of Low Control and High Demand
(e.g. some mothers, waiters, health / social care professionals) can be very toxic; and
is associated with increased cardiovascular disease (pre Covid-19 research).
Mental Training such as AT can help us to restore some sense of control, and develop
an internal Locus of Control [Lefcourt 1982].
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Autogenic Practice and the reduction of anxiety / fear
Regular practice of the AT Standard Exercises has a direct effect on reducing anxiety (see
Figure 5.2) as do the use of Partial Exercises and the Three Minute Exercise [Segal et al 2020]. Regular
AT practice will also enhance sleep, the second of the ten methods mentioned.
All emotions and feelings are inter-related. Disturbing states of mind such as fear and
depression can disturb our immune response – see, for example, Appendix II: “The inter-relation of
thought, mood, behaviour, and immune function”. On the other hand, distressing feelings and
emotions that arise can be approached in the “Feeling the Feeling” form of meditation [de Rivera
2018], which is based on the present moment experience (vivencia) of the feeling, and not on
analysing or getting into negative ruminations about it. This can get us closer to what information the
feeling / emotion is trying to give us. In an experiential sense, this may get us closer to what is
unconsciously going on within (compared with some of the Off-Loading Exercises).
Such an approach is very close to the concept of befriending our emotions, as expounded in a
wonderful chapter by John Welwood. In the process of befriending our emotions, we change their
nature – and they become transmuted. For example:
The first step toward transmutation is to cut through the struggle of selfjudgement by accepting emotion as an expression of our own life energy. Instead
of seeing emotions as a threat, it is possible to befriend them by allowing them to
be just as they are. By not getting caught up in judging them, we can directly feel
their actual texture and quality. Transmutation in the Buddhist (psychology)
tradition becomes possible only through meditative practice, in which one learns
to face and accept everything that arises in the mind, without losing one’s sense of
presence.
Welwood 1983 p 85
In dealing with our emotions in this way, we can get in touch with the underlying energy and
“basic aliveness” behind them [Welwood 1983 p 80; Welwood 2020]. Being in touch with our basic
aliveness greatly enhances our resilience2.
See also de Rivera 2018, and F 5A on website: Feeling the Feeling Meditation. Note that de
Rivera calls this: Feeling Meditation [de Rivera 2018 pp 107-128].
In addition, we can become increasingly aware of negative / toxic ruminations, and take steps
to avoid these. [See also Appendix I p 27; A Tale of Two Ducks (Two ducks in a solution)].

4.2 Rest-full and adequate sleep.
As already indicated, sleep can be a particular problem when we are feeling stressed,
especially in uncertain times (see Figure 4.1B above).
AT has been shown to enhance sleep [Robinson, Bowden & Lorenc 2010; Pinheiro et al 2015],
as can the judicious use of Personal and Motivational formulae.

4.3 Expressive Writing /

2

Thanks to Ann Bowden [Bowden 2020] and Brian O’Donovan [O’Donovan 2020] for drawing my attention to
the work of John Welwood.
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4.3 Expressive Writing
Some AT therapists include expressive writing as a form of Expressive ART Therapy, and there
is good evidence for the efficacy of this in terms of our well-being [e.g. Pennebaker & Chung 2011;
Pennebaker & Smythe 2016]. This method can be used for any distressing emotion, such as anger,
irritation, and anxiety. It is of interest that Hanscom specifically includes this in relation to lowering
our background Pro-I cytokines, and his approach differs somewhat from the original work based on
Pennebaker. It may be helpful to read this section of the Hanscom article in full (pp 15-17). What
follows is by and large based on Hanscom’s perspective.
i.
The writing is destroyed after the expressive writing3. (Keeping what we have
written may be motivated by our desire to see ourselves as in the right – and
that our writing proves this. Such motivations suggest that we may not really
want to let go (see also Section 4.5).
ii.
We get down on paper a brief description of the event / memory, and then
focus on our gut feelings about the matter; punctuation, spelling and
grammar do not matter. Our raw gut feelings do, and this is crucial to
Expressive Writing.
iii.
Once we are familiar with the above method through practising it, and
getting the distressing feelings down on paper without any analysis, the
following further development may be helpful, in which we divide the writing
page into three columns:
1.
Write about the raw feeling /
emotion without censorship;
get down our gut feelings onto
paper – including negative
ruminations

2.
Comment on any “errors of
thinking” that you become
aware of in column 1

3.
Reflective Reframing

e.g. A
o “He said that which proves
I am useless.”

No single event proves
anything

He was under a lot of pressure
and I can now see that he was
distressed.

E.g. B:
o “I’m scared stiff I will catch
Covid and get seriously ill –
there is nothing I can do
about this.”

“Is there really ‘nothing I can
do?’ ”

“Hanscom shows I can do a lot;
I will start by focusing on one
of the ten areas for a week,
before moving on to the next
area.”

E.g. C:
o Partner does something
that irritates us…… “He /
she always does that….”

“ ‘Always’ – Is that really so?”

“Actually, he / she is also often
generous.”

Please see the Hanscom articles for other examples

Figure 4.3
A new framework for the Expressive Writing Exercise combining Pennebaker’s approach
with concepts from Cognitive Behaviour Therapy

3
Pennebaker is more flexible here [Pennebaker & Smythe 2016 p 168]. However, Pennebaker and Smythe
emphasise the importance that we are carrying out the expressive writing for our own health and well-being,
and not with the ulterior motive that someone (e.g. our partner) will find it and read it.
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It is essential that we initially just get the distressing feelings down on paper without any
analysis. This means that in column 1 it is vital, as Pennebaker says, that we get our raw and
uncensored feelings down on paper. This is different from negative ruminations; the act of putting
the feelings down on paper externalises them, and is a first step in distancing ourselves from the
feeling. This frees us up.
We then go on to columns 2 and 3, which a have different function from 1. We begin to
reflect on the situation with the potential that we can reframe matters in a helpful – and more
accurate way (see also Thouless 1930 / 1974). In column 2 this is by considering “technical errors” in
our thinking, and in column 3 reframing matters, as illustrated in the examples.
❖ These approaches will begin to re-wire old thought patterns / negative Habit Energies and
their related ways of thinking, into new and creative and releasing feelings. Each new
reframing we do is helping to change our old habitual and sometimes destructive neurocircuits.
"Every recall is a reframe." That is, whenever we recall an important memory, nature
opens up the possibility for us to reconstruct it on a molecular-genomic level within
our brain. That is, we are constantly engaged in a process of creating and
reconstructing the structure of our brain and body on all levels, from mind to gene.
Rossi 2002 p XV
We have the potential to reframe every negative / distressing rumination. See also
companion article, planned for Autumn 2020:
o F3A: Principles of Autogenic Transformation – Some underlying neurophysiological principles of change.
4.4: Family and Relationship Issues (Hanscom pp 25-26)
In the original Hanscom article this Section was headed: “Address Family Issues”. Annie
Sturgeon, an Autogenic Therapist, makes the important point that this should include Relationship
issues, especially in these times of Covid – and I am most grateful to her for drawing my attention to
this. For example, she comments that some people may have no living family members, yet have
other close relationships. In addition, in the specific context of Covid 19, she says:
I'm also aware that many people are developing close community relationships
and associations as a result of the lockdown caused by Covid 19. Because of the
closeness of some of these relationships a different sort of "family" dynamic is
developing, which I feel may need to be taken into consideration.
Annie Sturgeon
Email of 03-08-2020 commenting on this article –
with thanks

*** *** ***
As many of us know, family and relationship issues can at times be difficult and / or become
quite intractable. This can lead to a denial about our feelings, and / or negative and downward
spiralling ruminations. Suppressing or blocking our feelings can lead to unclear or muddled thinking,
unconscious bodily movements, and the activation of our stress response [de Rivera 2018 pp 114117; and F4 on web].
These matters are dealt with in a most informative manner in the Hanscom article. Our
response to what a family member / someone close says or does quite often has little to do with what
they say or do; but rather it triggers an unconscious response in us, which may be wholesome or
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unwholesome. If we do not become aware of such dynamics, our lives can become full of distress and
suffering.
A “trigger” is a stimulus or situation that resembles a past unpleasant experience and
prompts you to react. Any time you are anxious or frustrated, you have been triggered.
Even though your family of origin patterned your choices through life, your triggers will
transfer to your new family, where they play out, in spite of your best intentions4.
Hanscom 2020 p 25
This means that in any couple household, for example, there can be complex unconscious
dynamics brought in by both partners. While in the early days of the relationship this may not appear
a problem, in due course it can lead, in times of tension, to both partners – again unconsciously –
watering the “negative seeds” in the other. The watering of such seeds can manifest as negative Habit
Energies [Hanh 2010 pp 17-26; 2012 pp 40-42], or Procedural Learned Tendencies [Ogden 2009 pp
204-231].
In terms of Autogenic Training, naming and taming [Siegel 2010B] – also known as Affect
Labelling [Cresswell et al 2007] – can be a helpful start.
Putting feelings into words has long been thought to be one of the best ways to manage
negative emotions…… Affect Labelling5 disrupts Amygdala Activity in Response to Affective
Stimuli.
Liebermann 2007 p 421
The dynamics of Affect Labelling are described in the thematically related web article B12:
“Affect Labelling, Autogenic Training, and reducing Emotional Distress”. Daniel Siegel’s “Naming and
Taming” is generally a more user-friendly term when discussing these matters with patients /
students of AT.
Relationship issues can become toxic if they are not addressed. It is unlikely that such issues
can be resolved when we are feeling tense / irritated / devalued / not good enough. On-going regular
practice of the Autogenic Standard Exercises can help us to feel safe – as the regular practice
facilitates a switch from the flight / fight (fear and anger) modalities to feeling quiet and calm within,
as a result of the activation of our Ventral Vagal Parasympathetic Nervous System [Porges 2011] (and
the associated Relaxation Response). At the same time, this will activate our CARE (nurturing) and
PLAY circuits [Panksepp 1998], and from this safe space we can increasingly develop the capacity to
water the positive seeds within ourselves and our partner / family members / those we are close to
[Hanh 1998 pp 186-187].
In summary, whatever the relationship issues are, regular AT practice can facilitate inner
harmony and a feeling of safety and well-being within. This in turn will facilitate a healthy immune
response.

4.5: The Practice of /

4

This overlaps with Procedural Learned Tendencies and Habit Energies.
The term “Affect Labelling” is somewhat technical, and, as indicated in the two quotes from Liebermann, it
involves “putting feelings into words”. The term implies that we are dealing with a specifically researched
approach to disturbing emotions which is much more effective in the context of on-going Mental Training.

5
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4.5: The Practice of Forgiveness / letting go (pp 18-19 of Hanscom 2020)
In terms of Autogenic Approaches, it is important that we do not hold on to anger / irritation.
A member of an AT group some years ago said that she would never forgive her ex-partner. The
question then becomes: who will that lack of forgiveness damage most: her or her ex-partner?
Carrying around resentment that is not resolved becomes toxic. So reviewing the relationship
mindfully can help us to see the matter from the other’s perspective – and this helps us in letting go.
Forgiveness can be very difficult for us, and there is usually a part of our ego that keeps
wanting to hold on to our irritation / anger / and even hatred of the other that eclipses our ability to
let go. Kai Kermani’s reflections on the whole matter of forgiveness are most pertinent.
It can take an enormously long time and a great deal of perseverance,
patience, and love before we achieve a state that permits us to genuinely forgive
our adversary, whether the offence be perceived or real. At first we may need that
hatred or anger to help us cope with the situation that generated it in the first place.
However, once we start working on ourselves and on our deeper being, we usually
find that we get into a state of mind that favours forgiveness, as we realise that it is
only by forgiving that we can let go and free ourselves of all the negative,
unrewarding energies of the past that hold us back and so slow us down on our
journey towards transformation and freedom.
Kermani 1990 / 1996 /1999 p 108-109
Not letting go, and holding on to our anger / hatred, in the long run acts as an internal
stressor that activates our Stress Response – with the release of cortisol and a reduction /
compromising of our vital immune response6. Befriending our emotions can facilitate letting go
[O’Donovan 2020; Welwood 1983] and the realisation of Inter-Being.
Letting go is part of mindfulness practice, and I have found Jon Kabat-Zinn’s outline on
mindfulness most helpful [Kabat-Zinn 1990 / 2006 pp 33-40; see also D1 on web].
Reframing the situation may also help us to let go. Richard Davidson, a neuro-scientist,
emphasises the inherent goodness that humans are born with [Davidson 2018] – as some wonderful
studies have shown in pre-verbal children aged less than one year old [Hamlin et al 2007]. We can
use our reflective function to become mindful of this inherent goodness (Jen) within the person we
are upset with; this can include reflecting on what was happening to them in their childhood.
Feeling the Feeling Meditation can also be a helpful approach in these matters [de Rivera
2018: Feeling Meditation pp 107-128; and F 5A on website: Feeling the Feeling Meditation].

4.6 Reducing inappropriate / disturbing stimulation (Hanscom 2020 pp 21)
We live in a world that is often full of negative news – and news that often catastrophises
situations. In addition, unresolved family / relationship issues, resentments, feeling a victim, stimulate
our nervous system into the flight-fear, fight-rage [Panksepp 1998], or freeze / flop / dissociation
modalities [Porges 2012; Levine 2010; 2018].
Hanscom entitles this section in his paper: “Decrease Stimulation of your nervous system”,
and goes on to say:

6
Off-loading exercises that do not result in the letting go of past hurts / a desire for revenge are not conducive
to well-being [Graham 2018]; in this context, letting go can be facilitated by befriending our feelings
[O’Donovan 2020; see also de Rivera 2018].
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A sensitised nervous system creates anxiety, so the approaches described in the
anxiety section are the first step. However, it is important to be mindful of activities you
engage in that also fire up your brain. It is not a matter of right or wrong. The point is to
observe the effects on your nervous system…
Hanscom 2020 p 21
He goes on to make some suggestions to prevent this “firing up” of our brain (in other words,
approaches to help us keep calm). These include:
❖ Limiting the time that you spend watching the news
and other over-stimulating programmes.
❖ Choose less intense video games.
❖ No complaining about anything, including the
pandemic.
❖ No criticising anyone. You are simply projecting your
views of yourself onto them.
❖ No offering advice that is not requested. How do you
feel when you are on the receiving end?
❖ No gossip.
Hanscom 2020 p 21 from Plan A
Figure 4.6
Some suggestions by Hanscom for reducing stimulation
of our nervous system – and so keeping calm
We have been gifted an extra-ordinary mind-body-nervous system – that has enabled our
species to evolve and survive. We also have within us the ability to control some of the responses of
our nervous system that lead to ill health and reduced immune function. Autogenic Training gives us
the skills to calm and settle our nervous system, so that “everything within is quiet”. These include:
i.
Regular practice of the AT standard exercises.
ii.
Making a conscious (autogenic) decision to limit the amount of news we
watch / read; and
iii.
Dealing with negative ruminations appropriately – initially, for example, by
acknowledging, naming and taming [Siegel 2010B].
iv.
Developing a deliberately PLAY-full manner several time a day; this can
include one or more of the Expressive Autogenic Resilience Training Exercises
(see Section 4.10).
See also Section 4.1 above.
4.7 Staying on top of medical problems [Hanscom 2020 p 24]
In general terms, if we suffer from long-term medical conditions – we need to keep in regular
touch with our medical advisers. As the number of medications we take increases, so does the
potential for side effects / drug interactions. This can helpfully be discussed when reviewing our
medication with our GP / physician, to see if the number can be reduced. In the context of Covid-19,
opiates are particularly problematic, as Hanscom indicates:
o Wean off opioids, if possible. They are stress response chemicals and are inflammatory.
Lowering these will help decrease Pro-I cytokines.
Hanscom 2020 p 24
The Ayurvedic tradition encompasses many of the approaches discussed in Hanscom’s article.
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4.8 Nutrition: eating foods that reduce inflammation
[for further details please see Hanscom 2020 p20]
Hanscom gives a good, succinct, overview of this important subject, and starts the section in
this way:
Anti-Inflammatory Diet
A nutrient-dense diet centred around whole foods including fruits, vegetables, whole
grains, nuts, seeds and plant-based sources of protein, supplemented by herbs and spices,
is extremely healthy. These whole foods are high in fibre……. significantly improving
immunity and decreasing inflammation.
Hanscom 2020 p 20
In addition, Hanscom recommends intermittent fasting – as it is known to reduce
inflammatory markers7.

4.8A Background to discussion in context of Typical Western diet since 1950s
Our typical western diets often contain a lot of processed foods. Frequent eating of these is
not healthy, and Figure 4.8A illustrates some of the drawbacks.
Food type

Problems

Comments

Processed foods

Contain:
➢ Too much salt
➢ Too much saturated fats
➢ Too little fibre
➢ Few health promoting nutrients

These foods promote
inflammation and weaken
immune function

Based on Hanscom 2020 p 20
Figure 4.8A
Processed foods are associated with increased inflammatory response

4.8B Adopting an anti-inflammatory diet and approaches /

7

Intermittent fasting has been advocated within the Ayurveda tradition for millennia.
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4.8B Adopting an anti-inflammatory diet and approaches
In contrast to processed foods, there are many foods / herbs / spices that have an antiinflammatory effect, as delineated in Figure 4.8B.
Food type /
approach

examples

Whole foods

Herbs and
spices8***

o
o
o
o

Fresh Fruits; vegetables
Whole grains
Nuts and seeds
Plant based proteins
o Ginger
o Clove
o Rosemary
o Turmeric (see
footnote 4 ***)

Curcumin

Supplements
Reducing
weight when
appropriate

Intermittent
Fasting

Vitamin D:5000 units daily

Comments
Improved immunity
Decreased inflammation
These four were able to “significantly reduce oxidized
LDL-induced expression of TNF-α…..” Ginger, rosemary,
and turmeric in particular “showed protective capacity
by both oxidative protection and inflammation
measures” – suggesting that these three can aid in
reducing inappropriate inflammatory responses.
Percival et al 2012
Curcumin is a component of turmeric (Curcuma
longa). Research indicates that curcumin in the form
of turmeric can be used to reduce inflammation – e.g.
the Pro-I cytokines [Aggarwal et al 2013]
Low levels of Vitamin D “are associated with a higher
COVID-19 mortality” [Hanscom 2020 p 20]
Body Mass Index (BMI) ideally 18.5 – 24.9
Considered overweight: BMI 25-30
Obese: 30 +
“….. fat cells increase your Pro-I cytokine load and
contribute to adult-onset diabetes”. Also note:
“Regardless of your weight, an anti-inflammatory diet
will contribute to lowering your levels of inflammatory
cytokines”9 [Hanscom 2020 p 20].
“Intermittent fasting has been consistently associated
with lowering inflammatory markers. The intervals
vary. One approach is fasting for two out of seven
days. Another schedule is fasting for 16-18 hours daily,
which basically means skipping one meal every day*
(de Cabo 2019)”
Hanscom 2020 p 30

*This would need to be breakfast or the evening meal, with no snacks during the fasting period.
o See also Intermittent Fasting entry in Glossary with a quote from the de Cabo paper.
Also please note: while research indicates that intermittent fasting is generally beneficial, it is important to
appreciate that in some traditions (e.g. Ayurvedic) it is not recommended for everyone.

Figure 4.8B
Some dietary approaches having potential to reduce Inflammatory Cytokines
Based on Hanscom 2020 p 20 and other sources
8

*** Because something is a herb / spice does not per se prove it is always appropriate to take. For example,
those on warfarin should be monitored carefully if on turmeric supplements. Turmeric disenables platelet
function and so can increase bleeding. It is therefore suggested that those on anti-coagulants should have their
blood monitored more closely to check blood levels are safe [Pole 2013 pp282-283].
9

So this means that even if we have great difficulty reducing our weight, an anti-inflammatory diet will be of
significant benefit.
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Cooking, in the form of mindfully preparing food or baking bread, can become a meditative
type practice in itself, and this can act as an antidote to stressors, and facilitate well-being.
Mindful approaches to life embrace mindful approaches to food.
See also: https://nutritionfacts.org/topics/inflammation/
4.9 Physical Activity [Hanscom 2020 pp 22-23]
Our culture is becoming increasingly aware of the benefits of regular physical activity for our
Well-Being. These can broadly be divided into mental and physical benefits.

Mental benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical benefits

Improves our mood (immediately).
Reduces stress and anxiety.
Reduces risk of developing depression.
Is effective as a treatment of mild, moderate, and severe
depression.
Increases energy levels (and reduces fatigue associated
with depression).
Improves sleep quality.
Possibly delays onset of memory impairment.
Improves brain health, memory, and learning.
Helps to keep us mentally alert and reduces nervous
tension.
Can make us feel generally better and helps our confidence.

• Tends to improve the health of our
heart; and reduces the risk of heart
disease.
• Reduces the risk of developing a
stroke (CVA).
• Reduces the risk of developing
Diabetes Mellitus.
• Reduces risk of certain forms of
cancer.
• It also tends to improve digestion and
keeps our joints supple.

Extract from AT Handout CC-08: Exercise and Well-Being – updated 2018

Sources include Biddle 2000

Figure 4.9
Some general benefits of exercise
A commitment to life-long exercise becomes much easier if we choose a regular form of
exercise that we find enjoyable – and playful, in a non-competitive (“must win”) sense. Hanscom
suggests three principle types of exercise:
o Exercise Conditioning – endurance type activities such as walking or jogging, especially in the
country / nature; cycling, swimming etc.
o Breath work. Slowing of the breath to between 6 and 10 breaths per minute [Zaccaro 2018].
Recent research suggests, contrary to previous ideas, that the outbreath does not have to be
longer than the inbreath [ Lin, Tai, Fan 2013]. This fits in well with Autogenic principles in
which we are simply following the breath, and not imposing ideas as to how we should
breathe.
o Strength work, such as weight training. There is evidence that strengthening our muscles in
this way can reduce pain, and this is perhaps mediated through a sense of being in control
[Hanscom 2020 p 23]. Note that loss of control is associated with increased level of cortisol
[Henry 1987; Theorell 1987; Karasek 1988; see also Ross 2010 pp 86-89, and Section 4.1
above].

4.10 PLAY /
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4.10 PLAY [Hanscom 2020 p 27]
Play is central to our well-being, and is one of the seven primary process emotions described
by Panksepp – and notated as PLAY [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012]. Play is also vital for
healthy development of the off-spring in all mammals [Panksepp 2007; Sunderland 2016; Winnicott
1971], and loss of a sense of playfulness in adults impairs health.
Hanscom emphasises the importance of play.
All mammals play, as part of their maturational process.
As our brains grow, play factors prominently in language and
consciousness development. Even if it seems they are deeply
buried, your “play” circuits are still there, waiting to be
accessed [Brown 2009].
Hanscom 2020 p 27

Figure 4.10A
Lamb Jumping for Joy

Also, and for more fun, see:
Young baboons play and rough-house on a tree limb; Ngorongoro Crater, Tanzania
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tw7FmS0sAas (a 3 minute YouTube clip)

In times of lockdown, play – and a sense of play – can be difficult. Yet even when confined to
being at home we can adopt a playful attitude to many everyday activities – such as washing up. This
will activate our rest, repair, and recuperations circuits (Ventral Vagal PSNS), and so enhance positive
Social Engagement [Porges 2011]. The following short extract is taken from Margot Sunderland’s
wonderful “What Every Parent Needs to Know”10.
Parent – child physical play is key to learning to love in peace
There is a PLAY system deep in the lower brain, and it’s a great system. It’s very
powerful and plays a key role in your child’s social and emotional intelligence and general
mental health…… The brain’s PLAY system is key for social joy. There are people who you can
really “fly” with, experiencing precious shared moments of intense joy when you feel
incredibly alive. By and large, the “flyer” is likely to have been parented in ways that have
repeatedly activated his brain’s PLAY system.
The system is not activated when playing with toys, but when a person is engaged in
physical play with people – body against body…… The more you activate your child’s PLAY
system through joyous physical play interactions, the more her brain and bodily arousal
system will be set up to bear intense states of social joy and excitement in later life. It doesn’t
happen automatically.
How the brain’s PLAY system unfolds depends on the relationship experiences we have,
particularly those in childhood. Many people can feel pleasure and enjoyment, but not intense
joy or exhilaration because their PLAY system was not sufficiently activated in their adult-child
relationships.
Sunderland 2016 p 102

The neurophysiology of PLAY is complex, involving the simultaneous activation of our SNS
and VV PSNS [Porges 2011]; a sense of joy emerges with the release of dopamine and endorphins
[Sunderland 2016 p 103].

It could equally well have been called “What every human being needs to know”; as adults, whether we have
children or not, our childhood will have involved less, or more, play. The dynamics of play can help us to have
greater insight into our own early year.

10
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Play involves mobilisation (i.e. physical activity) in the context of feeling safe; if we do not
feel safe, our ability to play becomes problematic. In times of stress, we can become knotted into a
playless state of mind. Negative ruminations are a form of entanglement [Welwood 1983 pp 79-90] in
which we become glued as it were to unhealthy states of mind and mental processes. Meditative /
Autogenic states can help to free us from such glue. This process can be facilitated with a series of
Experiential Playful Physical exercises to which we will now turn.

Expressive Autogenic Resilience Training Exercises (EARTE)
Luthe developed what have become known within the British Autogenic Society as the
intentional Off-Loading Exercises, [Luthe 1982; cf. Luthe & Schultz 1969 p 209; Luthe 1977 p 5011].
Generally these are used to deal with unexpressed / blocked emotions including Aggression and
Anxiety. Some AT therapists have reservations regarding the (routine) use of some of these exercises
[de Rivera 2018; Ross 2010 pp 213-220; Ross 2005]. On the other hand, some, such as Luthe’s
“Intentional Motor Garbage Exercise” I continue to teach, renaming it as “Playful Loosening Up
Exercise” (see below).
This series of exercises, which I call Expressive Autogenic Resilience Training Exercises
(EARTE), have a different purpose, in essence, from the Off-Loading exercises. The EARTE series are
generally geared towards activating our PLAY / VV PSNS circuits (which may have become buried and
non-functional). With repeated uses of the Expressive Autogenic Resilience Training Exercises, we will
be regularly activating the (latent) playfulness within each of us. PLAY and activation of our
myelinated VV PSNS can act as anti-dotes and healers of the distress within [Ross 2005], partly due to
the release of eu-molecules such as oxytocin, endorphins, and dopamine.
Figure 4.10A includes some of the EARTE of this series. The exercises are brief and most can
be completed within half a minute or so. Their value lies in their experiential dynamics. So it is
important that we do not just think about them; rather, we practise them in a playful, vivencia
imbued, manner.
prefix
EARTE-01
EARTE-02
EARTE-03
EARTE-04
EARTE-05
EARTE-10

Abbreviation
Playful Loosening Up Exercise
Shoulders Awareness Exercise
Mini General Exercise for releasing negative Affect
Noise & Sound (non-verbal)
Humming: Including Omm and Vooo series
Playful Exercise for the Creative Release of Emotions

PLUE
MGERNA

PLAY-CROE
(previously known as OLE-CROE)

EARTE-12
EARTE-13

Movement, Breathing and Joie de Vivre
PLAOB
Playful Laughing on back while moving arms and legs
Figure 4.10B
Some Playful Brief Physical Exercises
(Expressive Autogenic Resilience Training Exercises)

As indicated, all of these exercises can be done in a playful manner. The sound and humming
exercise can be enhanced by moving or dancing at the same time. I am planning to have details of
these exercises available on the web later this year [2020]. Below is a brief description of one EARTE
(Number 03), the Mini General Exercise for releasing negative Affect – or just for fun. This can be
helpful following a minor irritation / upset.

11

Referring to Autogenic Verbalisation which, like the BAS Autogenic Neutralisation, is carried out in an
Autogenic State. By way of contrast, intentional Off-Loading Exercises are carried out in a non-autogenic state.
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1.
2.

Stand up with feet slightly apart
a) Raise both arms
b) Raise one foot above the ground (so that the knee is nearly at a right angle)
c) Bring your hands / fists down – at the same time as stamping the raised
foot……...
d) ……….while letting out a loud roar – or any sound you like.

3.

Repeat 2 above twice more.

4.

Then repeat 2 and 3 but with the other leg.

5.

Now:
• Bring your hands / fists to the front of your chest (breastbone / sternum); and
firmly press them (the knuckles) together as you breathe in deeply.
• Then throw your arms out, with a wonderful release of: Ahhhhhhhh;
• And at the same time, a smile can embrace our face.

6.

Repeat 5 once more, in a PLAY-full manner.

7.

Notice how you respond and how you feel during and after this series of exercises.
Sources include Hetty MacKinnon, Glasgow, 1990s
.

Figure 4.10C
Mini General Exercise for Releasing distressing feelings Negative Affect
or
just for fun (MGERNA)
In technical terms, this exercise starts with the activation of our SNS system (with what could
be regarded as part of the flight / fight mode12), and then radically switches to VV PSNS and PLAY. We
can only get the real feel of this exercise by doing it; give it a go.
*** *** *** *** ***
The EARTE exercises can all be done indoors (or in the open); regular practise of them helps
to free us of our inhibitions and get in touch with our often-lost PLAY-fulness within.
-----------------------

Hanscom concludes his Section 10 on play with a wonderful quote from Alan Watts:
This is the real secret of life —
to be completely engaged with what you are doing
in the here and now.
And instead of calling it work,
realize it is play.
Alan W. Watts
https://www.pandey.healthcare/post/the-art-of-living-by-alan-watts

12

However, this is an oversimplification. PLAY involves both the SNS and the VV PSNS in what we could regard
as a playful dance. If we are climbing a hill for fun, the SNS will be active yet not in the flight / fight mode. See
also B22 on website for a more extended account of the PLAY and the Polyvagal Theory [Porges 2011].
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Part III: Coda
5. Some concluding remarks
In this section we look at the overall effect of lowering cytokine levels discussed in Section 4,
and then review autogenic approaches and their wider neuro-physiological outcomes.

5.1 A wholesome downward shift in Cytokine base line levels through appropriate practices
This article focuses on ways of reducing the Pro-I cytokine levels based on Hanscom et al
[Hanscom 2020] refracted through an AT perspective. Figure 5.1 schematically illustrates the
downward shift of an initially elevated base line cytokine level.

Figure 5.1
Potential outcome for those with elevated baseline levels
following specific life-style changes
*** *** ***
Returning to Epictetus: “Some things are within our power to change; some things are not."
 Well-Being depends upon focusing on those things that we can
change.

5.2 Autogenic Approaches and resultant changes in neuro-physiological dynamics
The article by Hanscom et al on Covid-19 highlights some of the approaches that can reduce
our base line levels of Pro-I Cytokines – and at the same time improve our general well-being on a
long-term basis. These approaches overlap to a large extent with those of Autogenic Training. Figure
5.2 summarises some important feeling and neuro-physiological dynamics that we can set in motion
by the regular practice of AT.
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Figure 5.2
Some Feelings and Neuro-Physiological Outcomes of Autogenic Approaches
Comments on Figure 5.2

i.

Autogenic Training, in common with other meditative approaches, has a profound and positive
effect on the Pre-Frontal Cortex (PFC) functions mentioned.

ii.

This transformed PFC has a direct effect on the amygdala and reduces Anxiety / FEAR and
RAGE circuits [Panksepp 1998].

iii.
iv.

AT facilitates Mindfulness, our Reflective Function, and our ability to re-frame matters in a new
light.
The action of AT on the modern Para-Sympathetic Nervous System (VV) facilitates wholesome
Social Engagement [Porges 2011], a feeling of safety, and activation of our CARE and nurturing
circuits, together with….

v.

…… our PLAY circuits, a sense of fun and Joie de Vivre [Welwood 1983 pp 79-90].

vi.

An outcome of all of these can be a growing sense of gratitude for being alive; a sense of
gratitude is an important factor in building resilience [Graham 2018; Wood et al 2010].

vii.

Walking / being in nature facilitates a sense of awe and wonder, which have been shown to
boost our immune system [Stellar et al 2015], and general health [Barton et al 2009].
As indicated, these changes come about through the regular practice of meditative type
approaches, and so through the process of an Amplified State of Consciousness Induction [de Rivera
2018]. Such states overlap with the ancient Veda traditions and the importance given to our state of
consciousness.
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6. Epilogue
Whatever situation we are in, we can change our internal environment through appropriate
mental training [Davidson 2018] – such as AT. The basic AT Standard exercises facilitate the relaxation
response [Benson 1975] and a feeling of being safe, mediated through the ventral vagal parasympathetic nervous system (VV-PSNS) [Porges 2011]. This is probably the single most important
neuro-physiological underpinning of the Hanscom paper for us in our regular practice of AT – and
this can have a direct and / or indirect effect on the other areas highlighted in the ‘Plan A: Thrive and
Survive COVID 19’ document.
In essence, Plan A, and Plan A integrated with the Autogenic approach, have the potential to
transform our milieu intérieur:
"Disease is more than the presence of microorganisms. For
disease to grow, the terrain of the body must be ready.”
Claude Bernard
Cited by Sadigh 2020

The implication of this is, of course, that we can change the internal state / terrain of the
body so that damaging micro-organisms cannot establish themselves, while life enhancing microorganisms can (establish themselves) – through effective lifestyle changes and life-long mental
training. This transformation of our internal state will axiomatically increase our resilience to the
inevitable ups and down of life, and facilitate well-being.
Impermanence is a fundamental aspect of life. Whatever we do does not guarantee longevity
or mean that we will survive Covid. However, meditative practices such as Autogenic Training
facilitate a fuller life in which we can grow towards our Authentic Self and a realisation of the essence
of Inter-Being.

Ian R. F. Ross
May-August 2020
52 Hopetoun Terrace,
Gullane, EH31 2DD,
Scotland

7. Thematically related articles /
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7. Thematically related articles on web
Articles in grey print are works in progress

A1
A5

The Stress Response, the Relaxation Response, and the Tend-and-Befriend Response
Autogenic Training, Psychotherapy / CBT, and Depression –
based on research by Krampen 1997 / 1999
Porges and the Polyvagal Theory – reflections on clinical and therapeutic significance
The Polyvagal Theory and a more sympathetic awareness of the ANS
Emotions, Well-Being and Immune Function: Awe and Shame as modulators of Being – for
good or ill

2011
2011

2012

B 24

The Origins of Affect and Affective Neuroscience – and the misplacing of Affect in the Neocortex
Emotional Operating Neuro Circuits: a brief introduction to Panksepp’s model
Affect Labelling, Autogenic Training, and reducing Emotional Distress
Windows of Affective Tolerance: Reflections on Childhood Distress, Procedural Learned
Tendencies, and the Therapeutic Dyad in the context of Primary Process Emotions and the
Polyvagal Theory [based on Ogden 2006 / 2009]
A playfully sympathetic approach to the Polyvagal Theory
An introduction to Flourishing Autogenically
Autogenic Switches and Well-Being

D1
D 10

Reflections on foundations for mindful living (after Kabat-Zinn)
Look at the Cypress Tree

2011
2015

E-03

Look at the Cypress Tree – Autonomic Afferents and Well-Being
o Extensive Background Research Paper for talk given to the British Autogenic
Society Annual Lecture 21st May 2016

2016

F 3A

Principles of Autogenic Transformation – Some underlying neuro-physiological precepts of
change
Some Consequences of Blocking Feelings…. of not allowing ourselves to feel the feeling
Feeling the Feeling Meditation (after de Rivera 2018)
Meditation on Five Sounds that can Heal the World (after Hanh 2015)

A7
A8
A9
B3 Part l
B3 Part ll
B 12
B 17

B 22

F4
F 5A
F7

2012
2012
2015

2012
2011
2014

2020
2020

2019
2019
2019
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8 Appendix
Appendix I
A Tale of Two Ducks
(Two Ducks in a Solution)
From Tolle 2005

When two ducks have a contretemps / fight, it is brief: they quickly separate and
then go off in opposite directions – as described by Tolle:
“Then each duck will flap its wings vigorously a few times, thus releasing the
surplus energy that built up during the fight. After they flap their wings, they float
peacefully, as if nothing had happened...........
.

“If the duck had a human mind, it would keep the fight alive by thinking, by storymaking. This would probably be the duck’s story:
sources
include:
‘I don’tReferences
believe whatand
he just
did. He
came to within five inches of
me. He thinks he owns this pond. He has no consideration for my
private space. I’ll never trust him again. Next time he’ll try something
just to annoy me……... I’ll teach him a lesson he won’t forget.’
“And on and on the mind spins its tales, still thinking and talking about it days,
months, or years later. As far as the body is concerned, the fight is still continuing, and
the energy it generates in response to all those thoughts is emotion, which in turn
generates more thinking. This becomes the emotional thinking of the ego. You can
see how problematic the duck’s life would become if it had a human mind. But this is
how most humans live all the time. No situation is ever really finished. The mind and
the mind-made ‘Me and my story’ keep it going.”
Tolle 2005; pp 137-138

This short story from Tolle is a good metaphor for what can happen to us when we go into
distressing ruminations about some matter. Distressing / ruminations can activate our stress
response, resulting in our bodies being permeated with mal-molecules. Such molecules will tend to
compromise a healthy immune response – and so reduce our resilience.
Distressing, downwardly spiralling ruminations are described, in Buddhist psychology, as the
second arrow. The first arrow in the two ducks’ story being the initial contretemps. It is the second
arrow that tends to cause us the most distress and harm; with mindful approaches we can change
this.
o Returning to the wisdom of Sapolsky, we can see that the second arrow in terms of a
psychological stressor that our negative ruminations produce [Sapolsky 2007 p 606;
and see Section 4.0 above].
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Appendix II
The inter-relation of thought, mood, behaviour, and immune function

internal stressors
external stressor

DEPRESSED THINKING
Perception of danger
within sensory cortex
[Higher Brain Centres]

Hypothalmus
[mid-brain]

C.R.F

DEPRESSED MOOD

.

Pituitary Gland
.
.

A .C .T .H.
Adrenal
C o r t e x

Depressed behaviour

Il-1
Il-6
TNF-α

Cortisol

Depressed immune
function
Modified from The Physiology and Biochemistry of
Stress 1998;
The inter-relation of thought; mood; behaviour, and
immune function for Psycho-pathology Two; 2003;
irfr; 52 HTG

Based on Watkins 1997
Adapted from Ross 2006 Appendix 2

Figure Appendix II
Legend
Il-1: Interleukin-1
ACTH: Adreno Cortico-trophic Hormone
Il-6: Interleukin-6
CRF: Corticotrophin Releasing Factor
TNF-α: Tumour Necrosis Factor- α
Interleukins are a group of cytokines, which play a large part in our immune response
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9.Glossary
Allostasis
From Glossary
of Ross 2010

Allostatic Load
From Glossary of
Ross 2010

Amplified State
of Consciousness

Imported from
Glossary of B 24

A concept that overlaps with that of homeostasis.
As originally conceived by Walter Cannon (Cannon 1914; 1932), the concept of homeostasis assumed
that there were fixed (set) points for the multitude of physiological indices. A stressor would produce a
disturbance of some of these indices, and the Stress Response would ensure that there was a return to
the original value in due course.
• Allostasis embraces the idea that there may be a range of set points for these indices, depending
upon various factors. For example, there is no one set point for the normal temperature of human
beings: the temperature of women will depend on the phase of the menstrual cycle, and there is
indeed a diurnal variation of temperature.
• Homeostasis is based on the concept of a local remedy for any physiological disturbance. Allostasis,
by contrast, embraces the idea that any one physiological disturbance will have effects on other
biological parameters, and that the full return to allostasis can only be achieved by interlinked
(“global”) responses (Sapolsky 2007 p 613). In this sense allostasis is a more holistic concept than
homeostasis.
• Allostasis also embraces the concept that an appropriate response to a stressor may be through
behaviour modification, which in humans implies the input of higher centres embracing cognitive,
emotional, and ethical factors. Some such responses may be appropriate, while others may be
damaging to the individual and society.
The term has been widely used by McEwen, together with Allostatic Load (see below).
The build-up over time of inappropriate physiological responses to external or internal stressors; these
may then lead, sooner or later, to physical (and mental) pathology. It can also be described as: "The
wear and tear that results from chronic over activity or under activity of Allostatic systems."
•
A term used by McEwen (McEwen 1998; McEwen & Lasley 2003) to denote a permanent change
in the body's physiology / biochemistry brought about by stressors. In effect, the stressors are
transduced into dis-ease; disease; and possibly early death. [An analogy can be found in the
physics of metals: if a metal is stretched beyond its "elastic limit" it becomes permanently
deformed.]
•
Selye had much earlier suggested that the Stress Response could result in damage to the
organism if the stressors were excessive or prolonged: this results in the Chronic Stress
Response, which overlaps with the concept of Allostatic Load.
The concept was originally introduced by Sterling and Eyer (1988) and Sterling (2003).
A concept originating in de Rivera’s work indicating that different forms of meditation all result in an
Amplified State of Consciousness. This is a much more profound change than the Relaxation
Response.
“ASCI principle: passive concentration induces an Amplified State of Consciousness.
o Benson´s Relaxation Response is identical to the autogenic state described by
Schultz and co-workers, so we could name this principle the Relaxation Principle.
o I prefer ASCI (Amplified State of Consciousness Induction) because it conveys
better the notion that, besides the psychophysiological changes, there is an
amplification of:
a) the mental field,
b) inner world perception and
c) self-discovery.
o The Standard Exercises work on this principle.”
de Rivera 2017 /2018B
Bullet points etc added - IR

Chronic Stress
Response
Extract from Ross
2010 Glossary
(under Stress
Response)

The Chronic Stress Response occurs when an individual is subjected to prolonged stressors, or as a
result of psychological factors, which result in a prolonged Stress Response to successive stressors.
Such a chronic Stress Response will result in cascades of stress related hormones / informational
substance which over time may become toxic and so result in physical and / or mental damage – i.e.
from physiological and mental dis-ease to pathological disease. The process by which this occurs is
sometimes referred to as Allostatic Load.

Cytokines /
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Cytokines

Eu-molecules

Habit Energies

Cytokines are small proteins that are important in cell signalling, and can be said to serve as
messengers. They play an important part in our immune response.
A term used by Ross to signify life-enhancing type molecules – to distinguish from damaging molecules
that arise in persistent / chronic stress, and termed mal-molecules [Ross 2005; 2010]. The idea of this
notation arose from Candance Pert’s Molecules of Emotion and Selye’s concept of eu-stress [Selye
1975] – positive, life enhancing challenging situations. [Eu: Greek: Positive, good. So the inference is
eu-stress is good stress – such as climbing a mountain on a clear day.]
o Molecules are obviously not good or bad in themselves; yet with chronic stress,
raised levels of cortisol become a problem – which can be notated as mal-molecules.
o Oxytocin and endorphins in connection with nurturing can be regarded as eumolecules: life enhancing molecules)
As we grow up, we take on certain patterns of behaviour and attitudes from our parents, ancestors,
and teachers. Some of these may be helpful, some may be neutral, and others may be dysfunctional.

From web
article E4, itself
a shortened and
modified
version of the
glossary from
B20, which gives
a more detailed
account
Homeostasis
From Glossary
of B 24
Concept originally
developed by
Walter Cannon

o
o

o

In Buddhist psychology, these are termed Habit Energies [Hanh 2012], and overlap with
Procedural Learned Tendencies [Ogden 2009] and Complexes (in a Jungian sense).
Negative Habit Energies need to be addressed, reflected upon within a safe mental
space, and worked through so they can be dissipated, with the result that we can
develop a more coherent narrative of our childhood; otherwise we are liable to pass
them on to future generations.
A more coherent narrative of our childhood can also be facilitated by the Adult
Attachment Interview (AAI). [See Siegel 2010B pp 171-175 for a helpful initial
introduction to the AAI.]

The inbuilt feedback mechanism / systems whereby an organism maintains equilibrium by a tendency
to compensate for any disrupting changes, e.g. maintaining roughly the same body temperature in both
freezing and very hot conditions.
o If we are confronted by a bear, the body systems respond with the Fight / Flight / Freeze
response – which from an evolutionary perspective obviously had survival significance: the
Stress Response proper (Cannon 1936) allows the body systems to return to homeostasis
following such a threat.
o The homeostatic concept is fundamental to an understanding of physiological processes.
However, the newer concept of Allostasis may better reflect the totality of what is really going
on.

Inter-Being

A term coined by Thich Nhat Hanh [Hanh 1998 e.g. pp 24-27; 2012 pp 55-61].

Imported from
B24

“Interbeing” is a word that is not in the dictionary yet, but if we combine the prefix “inter”
with the verb “to be”, we have a new verb, “inter-be”. If we look into this sheet of paper even
more deeply, we can see the sunshine in it. If the sunshine is not there, the forest cannot
grow. In fact, nothing can grow. And so, we know that the sunshine is also in this sheet of
paper. The paper and the sunshine inter-are.
[Hanh 2012 pp 55-56]
In the same way as the sheet of paper, if we look deeply into each human being we see that our
existence and being is interdependent and inter-related to everything: the cosmos, our sun, the moon,
mother earth, our ancestors, the clouds, the air, and ground of our being. The concept of inter-being is
fundamental to Buddhist psychology. The realisation of the inter-relatedness of all things acts as an
anti-dote to the toxic trio. A modern realisation of inter-being can be found in the Systems view of life
[Capra & Luisi 2016].
o

Intermittent
Fasting /
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Intermittent
Fasting

In an article on fasting in the New England Journal of Medicine (December 26th 2019), the authors de
Cabo and Mattson state:
o

“Studies in animals and humans have shown that many of the health benefits of intermittent
fasting are not simply the result of reduced free-radical production or weight loss. Instead,
intermittent fasting elicits evolutionarily conserved, adaptive cellular responses that are
integrated between and within organs in a manner that improves glucose regulation, increases
stress resistance, and suppresses inflammation. During fasting, cells activate pathways that
enhance intrinsic defenses against oxidative and metabolic stress and those that remove or
repair damaged molecules (Fig. 1). During the feeding period, cells engage in tissue specific
processes of growth and plasticity. However, most people consume three meals a day plus
snacks, so intermittent fasting does not occur”.
de Cabo & Mattson 2019 – p 2541 2nd paragraph

Western lifestyle, with the generally freely available foods, have eclipsed from us the fact that in the
evolution of our species, foods were often not readily available. So our bodies evolved to deal with
going hungry for perhaps over twelve hours a day – and this led to inner resilience and health benefits,
including what we now know to be the lowering of “inflammatory markers” [Hanscom 2020].
❖ While research indicates that intermittent fasting is generally beneficial, it is important to
appreciate that in some traditions (e.g. Ayurvedic) it is not recommended for everyone.
Jen

In ancient China there was a human quality regarded more highly than any other virtue: higher, for
example, than righteousness, higher than benevolence.
 “This quality was known as Jen, which can perhaps best be translated as humanheartedness”. (Watts 1995; page 25).

Mal-molecules

A term used by IR derived originally from Selye's concept Eu-stress; hence Eu-molecules (see above in
this glossary; and referred to in Ross 2005X – unpublished).
Mal-molecules is a term used to describe on-going and persistent cascades of informational substances
when we are stressed and / or when we are in a negative / destructive mood or affect. For example,
every time we recall a past event that still makes us angry, we are actually setting in motion cascades of
(potentially) mal-molecules. Recurrent cascades of such mal-molecules can, over time, lead to
Allostatic Load. [Unresolved and unremitting persistent grief would be another example].
o Note that molecules are, obviously, not in themselves good or bad. However, persistent and
unremitting cascades of some informational substances (molecules) can lead to damage; and
these we call mal-molecules.

From Glossary
of Ross 2010

Procedural
Learned
Tendencies
Based on
Ogden 2009

From glossary of
F4

As small children we are learning all the time; and we are learning how best to respond to the situation
that we find ourselves in. Our brains respond to different situations / different family dynamics in
different ways, and in terms of evolutionary perspectives this is an adaptive response. The adaptive
response will be different in, for example, the following examples:
o If we are born into and spend the early years of our life in a war zone;
o If we are an orphan;
o If we are born into a stable society with wholesome values;
o If we are born into a family where one or other parent is abusive;
o If we are born into a family with caring / nurturing parents and siblings;
o If our mother / father dies when we are young.
While the adaptive responses may be appropriate at the time of development, they can subsequently
become fixed / inappropriate responses (i.e. Procedural Learned Tendencies) – which can be very
dysfunctional for us as adults. They can be difficult to un-learn. They overlap with Jung’s concept of
complexes (e.g. Mother complex, which can manifest in positive, neutral, and negative ways); they also
overlap with the Habit Energies described in Buddhist Psychology.

Spiritual /
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Spiritual
Adapted from
Ross 2010
Glossary page 289
(in the general
context of MindBody healing) and
website article
E-03

The term spiritual, in context of the life and life experience of each of us, does not assume a belief in God, gods, or
any particular religious set of beliefs. The following definition of spiritual I have found most helpful in practice:




“By spiritual we mean the needs and expectations which all humans have to find meaning, purpose and
value in life: even people who are not religious have belief systems that give their lives meaning and
purpose. Spiritual distress can hinder physical healing, and its identification may improve healing
outcomes. Thus we consider this a dimension relevant in holistic health care.”
Quoted from: The Department of General Practice (Edinburgh University);
notes for 5th Year Medical Students – 2002.
Also see Frankl 1946 / 1984.)

A further interesting perspective on spiritual is given by Pollard:
 “Some people find spirituality through religion; others find it through science, music, art or a connection
with nature, while still others find it in their personal values and principles. No matter how it is defined,
this elusive entity describes the way we find meaning, hope, comfort and inner peace in our lives.”
[Pollard 2004]
 See also: Stellar et al 2015: Positive Affect and Markers of Inflammation: Discrete Positive Emotions
Predict Lower Levels of Inflammatory Cytokines; and article A9 on web: Emotions, Well-Being and
Immune Function: Awe and Shame as modulators of Being – for good or ill
Toxic Trio
Imported and
adapted from
glossary of B24 on
web

Human suffering is deeply rooted in both our neuro-physiology and in the assumptions that we make
about the world. Ekman [Ekman et al 2005] wrote a wonderful succinct article about human suffering
(dukha) which focused particularly on what is regarded as the Toxic Trio, which are:
➢
➢
➢

Hatred and Ill-will towards other people / phenomena
Craving, and
The delusion that we have a permanent separate self. This delusion, in Buddhist psychology,
arises because we are living in ignorance of the inter-relatedness of all things: nothing exists in
isolation; everything is interlinked with everything else (see also Inter-Being).
o Another way of looking at the delusion that we have a separate self is in terms of
the concept of “emptiness”. If a cup is empty of tea, is it empty? Perhaps it is full
of air [after Hanh]. In the same way, we are empty of a separate self: yet we are
full of non-self elements – such as the sun that allows foods to grown, and the
genes or our ancestors, and elements from the earth. This is another way of
looking at Inter-Being [Hanh 2012 55-58].

Hatred and ill-will towards others can be considered in terms of neo-cortical elaborations of the
primary process emotions RAGE and FEAR [Panksepp 1998]. Craving, in the sense of ego-motivated
craving, can be seen in terms of a toxic manifestation of the SEEKING system.
Vivencia
Based on de
Rivera 2018.

A Spanish term used by Luis de Rivera that does not have an exact English translation [de Rivera 2018].
It is sometimes rendered as “Live Experience”, and at times can embrace the numinous.
Live experiences are the opposite of left-brain analytical thinking. If we go out in the country at night
and look at the starry heavens, or the emerging bud of a tree in spring, then we can have a live
experience if we are there in that present moment.
The non-striving focused attention of the Standard Exercises in AT allows us to tune into the liveexperience of the body at that moment, and in each subsequent moment.
Modern urban life, with all its hustles and bustles, may result in us having days on end without vivencia,
without being in the present moment. This is not good for our health or immune system.
The Expressive Autogenic Resilience Trainings Exercises described in Section 4.10 above are, as
indicated, carried out in a playful manner imbued with Vivencia – so we are right here in the present
moment, experiencing the body in each moment of the exercise.

The final entry for the glossary is: Wu-Wei. The ancient wisdom of Wu-Wei seems particularly apposite in this era of Covid
19 and Climate change.
Wu-Wei /
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Wu Wei

‘Refraining from action contrary to nature’

From Glossary of
E-03

Needham 1956 Volume 2; pp 68-70

An ancient Chinese concept suggesting ‘going with the flow’; ‘not doing things contrary to nature”. We can equate this to
Shultz’s concept (in relation to AT) of “Letting Happen” [Schultz quoted by Wallnöfer 2000].
The following is extracted from Ross 2010:
A Daoist (Taoist) concept of ‘going with the flow’, and not resisting.
Also: 'not acting wilfully'; ‘acting naturally'; or 'non-assertive activity' [Hall and Ames 2005 pp160-161].
Perhaps a better feel of wu-wei is given by Capra:
"The term wu-wei is frequently used in Taoist philosophy and means literally ‘non action’. This is quite wrong. What
the Chinese mean by wu-wei is not abstaining from activity but abstaining from a certain kind of activity, activity that is
out of harmony with the ongoing cosmic process. The distinguished sinologist Joseph Needham defines wu-wei as:
‘Refraining from action contrary to nature’
and justifies his translation with a quotation from Chuang Tzu: ‘Non action does not mean doing nothing and keeping
silent. Let everything be allowed to do what it naturally does, so that its nature will be satisfied.’ If one refrains from
acting contrary to nature or, as Needham says, from ‘going against the grain of things’, one is in harmony with the Tao
and thus one’s actions will be successful. This is the meaning of Lao Tzu’s seemingly puzzling statement: ‘By non-action
everything can be done.’
In the Chinese view, then, there seem to be two kinds of activity – activity in harmony with nature and activity against
the natural flow of things. The idea of passivity, the complete absence of any action, is not entertained.”
Capra: 1983; The Turning Point; p 20
*** *** ***

Returning to perhaps the base of Capra’s perspective, here is a section from Joseph Needham himself (Volume 2 of Science and
Civilisation in China):

(4) ACTION CONTRARY TO NATURE (WEI) AND ITS OPPOSITE (WU-WEI)
So far we have spoken of Taoist contemplation, but what of Taoist action? In the passages from Chuang Tzu
cited……., it was said that those who “nourished their knowledge by their calmness” refrained all their lives from
“employing their knowledge contrary to Nature”. The words “contrary to nature” were bracketed, since they do
not appear in the translation by Legge of the words ‘sêng erh wu i chih wei yeh’; and the point at issue is the
translation of the word wei. Practically every translator and commentator has adopted the unmodified word
‘action’, so that the expression wu wei, which became one of the greatest Taoist slogans, appears as ‘non-action’
or ‘inactivity’. I believe that the majority of sinologists have been wrong here, and that the meaning of wu wei
was, so far as early proto-scientific Taoist philosophers concerned, “refraining from activity contrary to nature”,
i.e. from insisting of going against the grain of things, of trying to make materials perform functions for which
they were unsuitable, for exerting force in human affairs when the man of insight could see that it would be
doomed to failure, and that subtler methods of persuasion, or simply letting things alone and take their own
course, would bring about the desired result.
Joseph Needham; 1956; Volume II; p 68

“Letting things alone and take their own course” is in the spirit of Wallnöfer’s perspective [Wallnöfer]; wu wei is not about ‘nonaction; inactivity’. In the same way, when we are in Standard Exercise sequence, our mind is not in ‘in-activity’ [See also de
Rivera 2018 and his discussion on Amplified State of Consciousness Induction].
In Autogenic Training, a distinction is made between Active and Passive concentration (see Luthe & Schultz 1969 Vol 1 pp 212
and 232). The mental state to my mind in AT is a type of appropriate focused awareness (e.g. “Right / Left arm heavy” while
focusing attention on the right arm – not the left little toe!). For this reason, I prefer the term ‘Mindful Awareness’. We focus
on the right arm (or wherever we are in the sequence) in a non-striving “letting happen” way.
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